IoT Powered Analytics Driven Fleet Management

“Our solutions equip companies with insights, that allows them to increase profitability, curb inefficiencies and enhance safety of their fleet operations.”
20 liters of diesel lost per day due to theft in developing counties. 7.1 lakh commercial vehicles added last year in India.

Global Fleet Management Market is expected to be valued at $30 Billion by 2023.

Inefficient driving increases a fleet’s carbon footprint by 20%.
Our Approach

- IoT
- Monitoring
- Exception based
- Reports & Analytics
Our Target Industries

- Mining & Infrastructure
- Transport & Logistics
- FMCG
Industries

- Eliminated fuel pilferage
- Identify Route Deviations & Fraud
- Equipment working hours report
- Driver Identification
Industries

- TAT Analysis
- Route Optimization

Transport & Logistics
Industries

- Improve quality of goods
- Reduce wastage
- Improve driver behavior

FMCG
Power Of Location

- Route Optimization
- Identify inefficient routes
- Real time dispatch
Our Objective!

- Increase Productivity & Safety
- Curb pilferage and Inefficiencies
- Increase Profitability By 10-15%
Our Clients

- Dalmia Cements
- Cargill
- Orange Tours and Travels
- Sical Logistics
- Siemens
- IL & FS
- ONN Bikes
- National Travels
- CP India
- Narayana Group
Our Presence

*The countries are not to scale
THANKS FOR YOUR TIME!